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Abstract. Some issues of sustainable development are land conversion and forest destruction with total emissions reaching 2.53 billion tons of CO₂; and the activity and use of agricultural energy by machine with emissions reaching 451 million tons of CO₂. Human behaviours cause them. Some of human actions which destructive to environment are damaging crops, cut down trees, wasteful use of water, damaging the soil with littering. These characters must convert to the role which concerned about the environment. The problem of the study is the students in Sekolah Alam Cikeas do not seem to care about the environment, even though there is an integration of organic farming learning. The purpose of this study is to make a concept of a combination of natural farming learning for the character building of environmental awareness. This study uses a systematic method of literature review, which is a literature review that identifies, evaluates, and interprets all findings on a research topic, to answer research questions. Data sources are national and international scientific journals starting from 2000 to 2018. The result is a concept of building environmental awareness, namely habituation to appear in love to plant crops, the role of teachers to combine matter for the learning outcomes, value transfer of ecological care by saving the use of fertilizers, water, and do not litter. The conclusion of this study is the concept of environmental care character on the integration of farming learning could build through habituation, the combination of knowledge, and value transfer of ecological awareness.
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1 Introduction

Indonesia increased waste production of 2 million tons, which is 65 million tons in 2016 to 67 million tons in 2017. Furthermore, it also reports that the land conversion and forest destruction by the number of emissions to reach 2.53 billion tons of CO₂; and agricultural activity and energy consumption with emissions of 451 million tons of CO₂ [1]. The situation is the result of human behavior, which is damaging to the environment. One of the environmentally destructive social behaviors is damaging crops, cutting down trees, even without fell guilt throw trash on vacant land.

These conditions need to alleviate by building the character of environmental care. The attitude of keeping the natural surroundings without damaging the plants are hard to change.
because it requires behavioral habituation [2]. Besides, by conducting habituation environmental management activities learners will build the nature of protecting the environment [3][4]. Therefore, education develops character and civilization of the nation's dignity in the context of the intellectual life of the country. It's aimed at developing students' potentials to become a man of faith and fear of God Almighty, noble, healthy, knowledgeable, skilled, creative, independent, and become citizens of a democratic and responsible [5].

Education is one of the efforts to create the character of environmental awareness, through the integration of organic farming learning. Some of studies show that the integration natural farming learning is able to change behavior or character of farmer. The study has a characteristic, it is able to build the characters of protecting the environment and increase knowledge in students through agricultural activities [6]. Furthermore, farmer behavior which environmentally friendly farming is able to change their life to healthier [7][8]. In addition to affecting behavior, organic agriculture also affects the environment. Based on the research, the application of organic farming can improve or enhance soil fertility and free pesticide vegetable [9]. Furthermore, organics crop management can significantly improve soil structure [10].

It is prompt the authors to conduct this research. Also, there are problems at the Sekolah Alam Cikeas; namely, some students do not seem the character of environmental stewardship when the integration organic farming learning. The purpose of this research is to create a concept to build a generation that cares about the environment through the combination of organic farming learning. The benefit is to contribute ideas in the form of the integration organic farming learning concept to build characters who care about the environment and as a reference in further research to relate to the building of characters who care about the environment. The question in this study is how the concept of the integration organic farming learning to build the character of environmental awareness?

2 Research Method

This study uses a systematic method of literature review, which is a literature review that identifies, evaluates, and interprets all findings on a research topic, to answer research questions. Data sources are national and international scientific journals starting from 2000 to 2018. Then the authors analyse with equations, provide views, compare, and summarize. The results of the literature review are present directly into the sub-chapter habituation, integration of learning, and the transfer of environmental values.

3 Result and Discussion

The discussion in this paper consists of habituation, the integration of learning, and the value transfer of environmental awareness.

3.1 Habituation

Building the character of the human especially students is not easy. It requires intervention from the human thought. It is called habituation. The activity if done on an ongoing basis will form the desired character. Activities carried out on an ongoing basis will
form the desired character. The process of habituation to care for the environment will form the character of protecting plants, can dispose of trash in its place, save water, and use natural materials to reduce environmental risks.

Habituation is the process of creating a situation (persistence life situation) that allows students in everywhere to get used to behaving in accordance with values and become the character itself, because it is internalize and personify through an intervention process [11]. Then [3], states that habituation that takes place continuously and is embedded in the human subconscious mind (subconscious) will have an action in everyday life. Furthermore, [12] states that habituation activities generate awareness about environmentally friendly environment.

The process of habituation and awareness is able to apply to a subject matter. Research conducted by [12], states that fostering environmental awareness in curricular learners through civic education has an essential role in cultivating moral virtues against preservation environment. The process of habituating moral values is the integration of each learning material (direct integration) with the school environment (physical and non-physical elements). Besides that, the process is the integration of the moral values of habituation with other activities, such as routine, spontaneous activities, exemplary activities, programmed activities [13].

Habituation in environmental education will work optimally with the support and commitment of all members of the school, which is exemplary teachers, staff, principals, and school committees [14][15][16][17]. School community apply the habit of implementing character education continuously. This habit will create the character of caring for the environment with a loving nature and protecting the environment [18][19][20][21]. Also, habituation can improve learning outcomes in environmental character education [22].

Activities, regulations, student programs, lesson integration, and teaching aids can build character holistically.

3.2 Integration of Learning

Character education forms the desired values. Learning about integrated organic farming can be carried out through the planting, watering, fertilizing, pest and disease control, harvest and post-harvest. At planting activities are learning to learn, which gives a lot of benefits for the environment, as a patron, and the identification of plants. The activities of watering, fertilizing, and pest and disease control, children can recognize the name and type of vegetable, leaf shape, how plants to get food.

On learning materials to control pests and diseases, the students can study plant protection, the students also get lessons on types of leaf-eating insects, such as the type of mouth, kind of wing, and the identification of other insects. Also to cognitive enhancement, the integration organic farming learning can increase self-contained character. Based on research conducted by [23], that organic farming learning creates independent character, namely discipline and conscientiousness, independence and hard work, religious, togetherness, attention, compassion, humility, respect, courtesy, courtesy, responsibility answer, honesty, and sincerity. The learning uses habituation, exemplary, and socialization methods [24].

The activities and behavior of students have a role in creating the character of environmental care. The research results [25], states that there is a positive correlation between the results of learning about the environment with the student's behavior towards the environment. Then [26], states that high school students who participated in the environment have an average score of attitude to the environment tend towards the positive and the average
score of concern for the environment is greater than students who do not follow it. Furthermore, [27][28], states that quality of and implementation of inquiry learning and learning outcomes affect the establishment of environmental care attitude. The higher the quality of learning the students will be more positive attitude and the better the learning outcomes, students will be more positive attitude as well.

One of the schools that apply the learning integration is Sekolah Alam Cikeas (SAC). The school is applying the learning by integrating every five pillars of learning materials with the Sekolah Alam Cikeas, namely 1). Good morals (the way humans are subject to the Creator), 2). Scientific logic (the way the universe is subject to the Creator), 3). Leadership (how people become leaders on earth), 4). Nationality (how to love the nation and state), and 5). Entrepreneurship (how to seek fortune kosher). One example of the integration of learning is presented in Figure 1.

In addition, the SAC also has the concept of education, namely: quality teachers (as facilitators and role models in the process of establishing the morals of children), good books (as a gateway to science), outbound (as a means of creating leadership), and the nature (as a laboratory without limit). The concept aims apart from the cognitive and psychomotor student, also create the behavior of students (affective).

Sekolah Alam Cikeas learning activities inside and outside. The school must have goals relate to the vision and mission of the school premises. These activities have a purpose, which is to build awareness of environmental concerns, and perform simple actions in the school environment and the family environment. Sekolah Alam Cikeas also involve parents and the community of learners in a learning program that purpose so that parents and the surrounding community also feel the presence of the Sekolah Alam Cikeas.

**Fig. 1.** Integration of environmental care learning on integrated organic farming learning (by author, 2019).

### 3.3 Transfer Value of Environmental Awareness

Character education is not just getting children to behave well, more than that, namely forming thoughts, character, and good behavior. Efforts are made in transfer the values of
character care about the environment, namely: learning by doing; system team (patrol system); outdoor activities; recreation and fill the time with positive activities [29]. The process of creating of the character shows a close link between thoughts, feelings and actions. From the region creates a way of thinking and sense of physical area forms the way it behaves. This way of thinking into a vision, how to feel mentally and how to behave to character [30].

The efforts made to raise awareness of the environment is with the recommendation, make the rules and the program that is routinely managed and sustainable, environmental education outreach, neighborhood-based school programs, and the development of cultural awareness [31][32][33]. Other efforts, as was done by Prasetiyono and Suyanto [34], is researching the behavior in society, namely the creates of citizen participation in environmental awareness activities include: regular voluntary work; planting and care of plants; sorting of waste; cutting the trash; use aerobic composter; and composting.

Learning tools can implement the values of environmental care. Global warming props can determine the level of character care about the environment [35]. Then Khusniati [36], using the application of science learning model based on local wisdom is able to grow the value of conservation character students. Next, Ariyani and Wangid [37]; Soeprijanto and G. Femalia [38], states that examples of creative teaching materials are the integration of themes with environmental evaluation models of character care and responsibility.

Of the three literature review topics, the concept of building a character of caring for the environment can be done by connecting the three basic concepts as shown in Figure 2.

![Concept of Character Building of Environmental Awareness](image)

**Fig. 2.** The concept building of environmental concern character in the integration of organic farming learning (by author, 2019).

Based on Figure 2, we can find out that an important component in building the character of caring for the environment is habituation, the integration of learning, and the transferring of environmental values. The components are interrelated and complementary. Therefore, needs collaboration from each component so that the process can run optimally and will produce students who have environment awareness character. Habituation will work optimally with the support and strong commitment of all school members to do environmental awareness. Learning do in an integration manner will make students more quickly understand about what is taught and can develop students’ mindset that is more holistic. The transfer of value of environmental awareness carried out with loving, patience, and commitment of the teacher to transfer it, makes the students easily accept the value given.
4 Conclusion

The conclusion of this research is building the character of environmental awareness in integrated organic farming learning can create through consistent habituation, integration of learning related to the environment, and the transfer of values that care about the environment. Characters of environmental care that can be created are to love plants, save the water, do not litter, clean the air, and to keep soil fertility. The recommendation for further research is integrated organic farming learning can do with urban farming to save the land in urban areas because not all the school have spacious land for integrated organic farming learning.
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